the college world

The principal news in The California Tech, CIT's student newspaper, for three weeks has been the Inter House Dance of 1956. "After a week of fun, the students, with the wonder workers at Caltech did it again, and last Saturday night presented their dates with a fairyland of life for they have discussions in one freshman dorm."

Caltech has a new secretary! "Adding a bit of warmth and personality to the somewhat straight-forward atmosphere of the Graduate Office is Pat Fain, loan. . . when asked the inevitable question about her impression of Caltech she gave the inevitable reply, tell us that she didn't seem to see too many of the students, but they seemed like a nice bunch of guys. We left."

"Selection Committee" the engineers responded to MDMA student news. "Columbia Conference to Aid Eng. Students." "Formal Military Ball to be Held in Gym Dec. 6," and "Columbia Conference to Aid Eng. Students."

The Interhouse Dance of 1956. "After a week of fun, the students, with the wonder workers at Caltech did it again, and last Saturday night presented their dates with a fairyland of life for they have discussions in one freshman dorm."

If your specialty is engineering, geology, geophysics, chemistry, mathematics or oceanography, there is a bright future ahead for you with Humble. You will have opportunities for professional progress. You will also have assurance of job security and insurance and retirement benefits that are second to none. And your pay will be good.

Humble interviewing teams will be on the campus the week of December 4, 1956. Be sure to check the campus newspaper for the exact time and place and ask one of the students to help you with your job opportunities, apply directly to:

One of the leading independent oil companies, Humble Oil & Refining Company needs:

* men whose specialty is the geological and geophysical study of the earth's subsurface
* men to drill exploratory and development wells
* men to make the intricate calculations on which oil production is based
* men for its refining and petrochemical manufacturing
* men to staff its research laboratories

In addition, you will have the satisfaction which comes from working in an important and challenging work.

The petroleum industry supplies 60 per cent of the nation's energy requirement, and the continued discovery and development of oil reserves in the nation is vital to our welfare.

Humble Oil & Refining Company

200 Fannin Street
Houston 1, Texas

Humble Oil & Refining Company

Humble leads in production of crude oil in the

Prime谦称的
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